Category 7: Bad Guys/Bad Boys

Part I: Serial killers
1. Caught after his writing style was recognized by his brother. **Ted Kaczynski** (hey, it sort of fits).
2. Described himself as “the most cold hearted son of a bitch you’ll ever meet.” **Ted Bundy**
3. Son of Sam’s real name. **David Berkowitz**
4. Alfred Hitchcock’s silent film *The Lodger* involves a hunt for a serial killer like this one. **Jack the Ripper**
5. This Massachusetts serial killer was named for his city and method of murder. **Boston Strangler**
6. Christian Bale portrays this fictional serial killer in a 2000 film. **Patrick Bateman**
7. The central antagonist of the TV show *The Mentalist*. **Red John**
8. What serial killer does the movie Dirty Harry draw upon as inspiration? **the Zodiac Killer**
9. What serial killer did Michelle Bachmann accidentally compare herself to? **John Wayne Gacy**
10. This San Francisco serial killer sketched his victims before having sex with and then murdering them **The Doodler**
11. What did the British Columbian serial killer Robert Pickton do for a living? **He was a pig farmer**
12. When did the Beltway sniper attacks take place? **2002**

Part II: Movie Villains
For each of the following things, does anyone do them like Gaston? (If they aren’t in the song, the answer is “probably not,” of course):
13. Be slick **No**
14. Be strong **Probably not**
15. Fight **No**
16. Bite **No**
17. Pinch **Probably not**
18. Spit **No**
19. Kick **Probably not**
20. Drink **Probably not**
21. Wear boots **No**
22. And what is he especially good at? **Expectorating**
Name the (primary) villain in...

23. The Hunchback of Notre Dame Claude Frollo
24. Fantasia Chernabog
25. No Country For Old Men Anton Chigurh
26. Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season 1 The Master
27. Die Hard Hans Gruber
28. Speed (1994) Howard Payne
29. Superman Lex Luthor
30. Lord of the Rings Sauron
31. Easy A Marianne Bryant
32. The Book of Esther Haman
33. Who swears by the stars never to rest? Inspector Javert

Part III: TV Anti-Heros

Given the show, name an anti-hero:

34. Breaking Bad Walter White
35. The Sopranos Tony Soprano
36. Better Call Saul Jimmy McGill/Saul Goodman
37. Mad Men Don Draper
38. Dexter Dexter Morgan
39. The Wire Jimmy McNulty

Part IV: Are you a bad enough dude to rescue the president? (Presidential trivia)

40. Which wing of the White House contains the bowling alley? The East Wing
41. Which president served non-consecutive terms? Cleveland
42. Who was the first president born after the declaration of independence? Martin Van Buren
43. Who was the only president who didn’t speak English as a first language? Martin van Buren
44. Name 4 presidents who didn’t attend college Washington, Jackson, Van Buren, Taylor, Fillmore, Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, Cleveland, and Truman
45. Most common religious affiliation among presidents Episcopalian
46. What’s the most presidents who have ever been alive simultaneously? How many times has this happened? 6 and 3
47. Only president never to marry? Buchanan
48. Which presidents died on the 4th of July? Adams, Jefferson and Monroe
49. Which president returned to Congress after serving as president? John Quincy Adams
50. Shortest president? Madison
51. Who was the first president to have a Christmas tree in the White House? Franklin Pierce
52. Who installed the White House’s first library? Fillmore
53. Which president is said to have been able to write in Latin with one hand and Greek with the other at the same time? Garfield
54. What was Calvin Coolidge’s supposed response to being told, “I made a bet with a friend that I could get more than two words out of you?” You lose.